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Disclaimer:
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of
this digital manual, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any
time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the
Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the
publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of
the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or
organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income
made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgement about their individual
circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial
advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal,
business, accounting, and finance field.

Hell0 Fellow Marketing People,
I just want to start by saying thank you for arriving on this page and I hope you enjoy
this FREE manual on how to start making money working from home and with affiliate
products.
My name is Mark Boyle and my online journey started by accident in February 2008. I
left my job in the tool and lifting hire business to embark on a trading journey after
buying books, courses and studying about stocks and what effects their movements. I
realised after the first year that this didn't suit my personality nor my trading bank
balance which was starting to head southwards :( I needed a change of direction and I
came across some excellent and free information from a guy called Jon Street.
This information enabled me to start my journey in online marketing and be able to
design a basic HTML website with no prior knowledge. I also learned about hosting a
website, registering a domain name, understanding email marketing, the power of an
autoresponder, getting the word out there about my products and services, affiliate
marketing and competing for keyword phrases on Google.
I remember getting my first affiliate sale for a Clickbank digital product called False
Favourites in the horse racing niche. The enjoyment I fe lt was quite something and
even although it was only a $19 commission, the sense of achievement was superb.
That was back when article marketing was all the rage and you could write a few 300
word articles with Ezine, get them indexed quickly by Google, receive some targeted
and free traffic and get a few sales. Sadly, with all of the recent Google updates those
days are sort of in the past :(
The three main components for me in online marketing involve affiliation (physical and
digital) , email marketing and creating your own digital product. Affiliation is the best way
to start if you're still learning and is the least expensive route to take when everything is
relatively new.
There are quite a few companies out there who offer straightforward affiliate programs,
but I'll stick with two which are popular and easy to use and they are Clickbank and
Paydotcom which is crucial if you're a newbie.
I'll break this down in to two parts. The free route in part 1 involves using a free blog and
reviewing digital products in the Clickbank and Paydotcom marketplace and the second
part involves having your own website and opening up unlimited doors with regards to
the affiliation with tangible items via places like Amazon, Affiliate Window and Skimlinks.
So who is this marketing manual for and who shouldn't bother with it?
Well, if you like spending your time online watching adult material, looking at shopping
channels, playing games, seeing who's liked your Facebook posts or slagging folk off on
Twitter then, this is probably NOT for you. If you want to learn how to make money
online, have a determination to make a difference and accept that you have to put the
work in at the beginning of your online journey then , this is CERTAINLY for you.

So with that we can move on to the first part and the meat and potatoes of what I'm
trying to get across.

Part 1
The first thing you want to do if you don't already have one is to open an account with
the Clickbank. Click Here
It should look like the screenshot below. Fill out the relevant details, choose an affiliate
code and confirm your details with the email address you provided.

There are no hard of fast rules to become an affiliate other than giving them some of
your personal details. If you want a quick look at Clickbank University Click Here.
Now the next thing you want to do is look for a niche that you're passionate about
and/or can easily write about. You can easily find the subject you want to write about by
doing a search via the Clickbank marketplace.

From there you have a wide and varied selection of choices.

For the purpose of this example I've used the Betting Systems niche and in particular
Horse Racing. The one area I spend most of the time looking at is the gravity score.
This according to Clickbank is the % of affiliates who've earned a commission in the
past 3 months promoting the said digital product. You should s hould be looking for at
least 15% .

The item I'm going to write about as means of this example is the one above and has a
healthy gravity score of more than 28.17% which means that more than 1 in 4 affiliates
are making commissions promoting this product. The other two things that are worth
mentioning are the amount of affiliate commission you'd receive per sale and the rebill
facility. You get $20.73 for the initial sale and $17.82 per moth thereafter which means
its a monthly subscription service and therefore gives you a continuous payment whilst
the person remains subscribed to the service.
If you're happy with any product you find in the Clickbank marketplace then you'd click
the promote button and that would give you a unique code to enter in to article.

Your affiliate code would appear the box with the black dots and from there you'd press
the create button.

You get a code like the one above top line (I've blanked out my own code) and from
there you'd copy this and paste it to your article text and creating a contextual link. This
will enable you to get an affiliate commission if someone buys the product through your
link :)

The site I'm going to use for this example is in a niche that I'm very familiar with and one
in which I can easily write an article about and that's the Horse Racing niche and
appropriately called the Racing Expert.
Now that I've found what looks to be an ideal site to write about which will include my
affiliate link, its time to find keywords/phrases to use for the title of the article, tags and
for the contextual link.
There's a free tool called the Google Keyword Planner which seems to be quite
effective and all you need to have is a Gmail account which is free. Click Here

I typed in Racing Expert and Horse Racing Expert in my keyword search.

You should be looking for two keyword phrases to concentrate on and with low
competition. For the purpose of this example I'll use Racing Expert and Expert Racing
Tips which have low competition and a monthly search of between 10 -100 for each
phrase.

Part 2
OK, so I've found what looks to be a suitable digital product to promote, the next thing
you want to do is open up a free blog account. There are a couple I would recommend
including Wordpress But the one I recommend for this exercise is Blogger. Click Here

Once you've connected your blogger account with your Gmail you can decide on a
relevant title and add a unique Blogspot address which should relate to what your
promoting.
The next thing you want to do is select a page from the drop down menu and name it
with one of the keyword phrases you've chosen.

I'll come back to the layout and design a bit in a short while. The next thing you want to
do is write an article about your chosen subject. It should be about 400 words. Google
like good content, so make sure its original and NOT copied!

This is the 400+ article that I've written for this example above which I've just published
for this example. Apart from the content, the other things which play an important role
are the title, a relevant image/banner and the contextual link or call to action at the
bottom.
1. The title “Racing Expert Tips” is important as this forms part of the complete

URL address and enables the Google bots to index the article accordingly with
this phrase forming part of it.

2. The banner has been copied and pasted on to the article and that's
because this is the affiliate product you're promoting.

fine

3. The last and arguably the most important part is the contextual link. This not onl y
enables Google to give value to your link, but enables you to get potential affiliate
commissions.

In order for you to create the link you hover over the words “Click Here For More Info
On …............................” from left to right and then click the link button near the top of
the page (see below)

You would then place the affiliate link you got for your chosen Clickbank product and
place it in to the box below with the three black dots and click OK.

The other thing you want to do is place relevant labels or tags, so I would use relevant
keywords including racing, expert, tips, horse, racing and have a comma separate each
one.
Once you've finished all that and your article is published the only things relevant to this
are the look/design of the page. Not only do you want people to enjoy reading the article
but the look of it has to be right.
You'll want to place at header for your article, so the next thing to do is to go to a site
called Xheaders which gives you a decent list of free headers to choose from. All they
ask for is your name and email address Click Here
You'll arrive at a page which looks like the one below and from there you'll be able to
look at the categories and choose a relevant header from the impressive list.

From there you would select new and load from template library.
The category I'm looking for is sport and something preferably with a horse racing
theme.

Now that I've found a decent banner I want to place the words Racing Expert Tips on
to the header and in the centre.
You would select text the font you want to use (I prefer Georgia) size 36 and the colour

you want (I've used black for this).

Once you're happy with your chosen header press file (top left hand corner) and save
as a jpg to your computer and choose 100% image quality.
Now that you've saved the header on to your computer the next step is to make it visible
on your blog article. And go to the side menu on the left and select layout. From there
you would scroll down and look for the section with the word header in it. Select edit
and then check the box which says instead of title and description (see below).

Choose the file you've previously saved and upload it to your blog article. You're now
replacing the generic title with a decent looking header and the top of the page (see my
example below).

The next thing you want to do is create a background which again like the header I've
shown you above is optional, but I recommend this from a looks point of view.
Select edit for your article and then cutomise (see below).

And select background (see below).

Click the box under the background image and you'll get a choice of images (see
below).
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